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Stable Cohort – Data from a stable cohort of students e.g. NAPLAN in Year Three in 2017 to Year Five 2019
– tested twice at Kelmscott PS
ICSEA – Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage
Like schools – Schools that have a statistically similar ICSEA to our school
GATE – Gifted and Talented Education
ICT – Information and Communication Technologies
STEM – An acronym for the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math
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PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
It is a privilege to present Kelmscott Primary
School’s Annual Report. It is an honour to have
joined this wonderful school and have the
opportunity to review the progress and
achievements of the school in 2019. This is a
school which is proud of its history and traditions,
where the connection to the community is valued
and celebrated, and where we look forward to an
exciting future for each and every one of our
students.
I extend my sincere thanks to the parent
community, school administration, School Board,
the Parents and Citizens Association, and the
highly dedicated staff for the warm welcome I have
received this year and their tireless effort in
supporting the school to continue to improve.
Our School Board has achieved a great deal over
the course of 2019 and continues to passionately
advocate for the school, represent the community’s
aspirations and contribute to the enactment and
success of our school’s Business Plan. I
acknowledge all of our members and Mr Wally
Turner – School Board Chair, who so ably leads
this parent body and our meetings.
I thank the P&C President – Ms Catherine Stewart
for her knowledge, commitment and passion for
leading a large group of dedicated volunteers that
represent and advocate for Kelmscott Primary
School. Our P&C committee is proactive and all
members work passionately to build a welcoming
school community, and to raise much needed
funds to support school initiatives and programs. I
would also like to acknowledge the dedication of
both Mrs Karen (our canteen manager) and Tina
Witheridge (our uniform shop coordinator) for their
continued commitment to offering our families
these onsite services. At the end of 2019, many of
our executive team members will be standing down
and the positions will be filled with new volunteers.
I would like to acknowledge and thank Catherine
Stewart, Gemma Attewell, Victoria Cartlidge and
Janine Tjerkstra for their many years of dedication
and service to the school, and wish our incoming
executive the best of luck in 2020.
I also would like to acknowledge the outstanding
support, and friendly and welcoming atmosphere
created by our parents and carers throughout the
course of 2019. I am impressed with the strong
sense of community that exist within our school.

The Annual Report provides parents, carers and
the wider community with information about our
school, its’ achievements and successes, the
learning programs we provide and the performance
of the student population. It also reviews our
progress towards achieving our areas of focus and
the targets set in our Business Plan 2019 – 2021,
and outlines our future actions to be taken in 2020
to improve student achievement and further
enhance the school’s effectiveness.
It is important to note that the Annual Report is only
one component of the total reporting process that
the school undertakes. To contextualise the
school’s purpose and its operation, the Annual
Report should be read in conjunction with other
documents such as the Business Plan and
information booklets and policies – all of which can
be located on the school’s website.
The achievements of our students in 2019, both in
academic and non-academic arena have been
impressive. We continue to work towards further
improvement with a focus on high quality teaching
and learning programs as cornerstones to future
success.
As the leader of this Independent Public School, I
look forward to 2020 and the further success we
can achieve through a strong focus on working
together and aspiring to providing a dynamic
school, innovative students and a nurturing
community.
Sheri Evans – Principal

OUR VISION
Kelmscott Primary School is committed to a
vision of dynamic schooling which is focused
on high expectations and developing the
next generation of caring, creative and
responsible, active citizens of society.

OUR VALUES
The Moral Compass (pictured below right) is a child friendly
analogy that describes the development of the morals and
values that build up our student’s strength of character.
The Moral Compass explicitly shows our children their place
in the world, and the attributes and values that our school
community expects of them. There are four values
represented on the compass cardinal vectors: Respect,
Safety, Responsibility and Pride, and four environments
represented on inter-cardinal vectors: Home, School,
Community and Environment.
The Moral Compass is used across the whole school and
supported with code of conduct statements and a behaviour
matrix.

SCHOOL CONTEXT
Kelmscott Primary School first opened its doors in 1882 in the church
next to the existing school grounds on River Road. Eighteen children
were enrolled and one teacher was appointed to oversee their education.
In the years to come, children from the surrounding areas in Armadale
travelled to Kelmscott Primary School as it was the only education facility
in the area.
At the beginning of 2019, the school had 315 students and the number of students decreased slightly to
reach 309 by the end of the year. Twenty teaching and fourteen support staff members were employed at
Kelmscott Primary School in 2019. All teaching staff are registered with the Western Australian Teacher
Registration Board and have appropriate teaching qualifications. Our teaching staff are highly competent
and have many years of experience. Six of our staff have senior teaching status.
Throughout 2019, our staff continued to work diligently to
establish a professional learning culture focused on
high quality teaching and learning, and their
commitment to improvement was
demonstrated by their engagement
with the Western Australian Curriculum
and new evidenced based programs.

DYNAMIC SCHOOLING
INNOVATIVE STUDENTS
NURTURING COMMUNITY

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS
SELECTED TO COMPETE IN THE STATE
LEGO LEAGUE ROBOTICS COMPETITION
2019 was a big year for STEM (Science, Technologies, Engineering and Mathematics) at
Kelmscott Primary School, as we entered the First Lego League Robotics competition. The
competition required students to focus on solving real-world problems, such as, surviving in space,
food safety, recycling and energy supply.
Two teams of students worked together to design, build and code LEGO Education MINDSTORMS
EV3 robots to perform “missions” on a themed playing field. In December, our two teams competed
in the regional qualifiers.
One of our teams, Robotics Thime, was selected to compete in the State Championships. They
represented KPS proudly against forty-seven other primary schools and high schools from across
the state to achieve 10th overall. A tremendous effort!
This year we look forward to building on last year’s achievements through developing a mentee
relationship with a local high school and working with a First Lego League judge to refine our
practice.

RECORD PERCENTAGE OF KPS STUDENTS SUCCESSFUL IN
GAINING ENTRY TO GATE PROGRAMS
Kelmscott Primary School continues to show excellence in the ability to prepare students for academic
extension, music, agriculture, sport, aeronautics, gifted and talented education, and specialist programs.
Continuing on from 2018, where sixteen students were selected and/or awarded scholarships, in 2019,
twenty-one students received special placements and scholarships. These students are listed below:
- Kelmscott Senior High School Agriculture: Sheana Arcon, Jordyn Fearn, Maddison Kennedy, Liana
Morns, Izzabella Otto and Madison Smith
- Kelmscott Senior High School Sports Program: Nikolas Higgins
(Soccer)
- Kent Street Senior High School: Mason Cornick
- Armadale Senior High School Academic: Thimiri Soorijakula
- Armadale Senior High School Scholarship: Annabelle Gurnick
- Armadale Senior High School ICT: Kailan Clarke, Christopher
Cross, Monish Edwinray
- Armadale Senior High School Art: Rizell Ritchie
- Hammond Park Secondary College: Cadence Francis
- Leeming Senior High School Academic and Music: Thimiri
Soorijakula
- Cecil Andrews College AFL: Cody Thompson
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SCHOOL PROFILE 2019
Primary
Full Time
Part Time

Primary
Full Time
Part Time

Kin
(19)
38

Kin
(20)
39

Student Numbers (Semester 1, 2019)
PPR
Y01
Y02
Y03
Y04
43
48
40
44
38

Y05
43

Y06
40

Total
315

Student Numbers (Semester 2, 2019)
PPR
Y01
Y02
Y03
Y04
41
49
36
44
37

Y05
43

Y06
39

Total
309

Gender (Semester 1, 2019)
Primary
Kin PPR Pri
Male
16
19
134
Female
22
24
119
Total
38
43 253

Total
169
165
334

Aboriginality (Semester 1, 2019)
Primary
Kin PPR Pri
Aboriginal
1
3
19
Non-Aboriginal
37
40 234
Total
38
43 253

Total
23
311
334

Our school numbers have fluctuated over the past 3 years due to a variety of factors, which include our
status as an optional intake area school. The school uses ‘proximity to the school’ as a criterion for
prioritising enrolments and shares an optional intake area with Westfield Park and Clifton Hills Primary
Schools.
Between 2018 and 2019, there was a 6% decrease in enrolments.

ATTENDANCE PRIMARY YEAR LEVELS
The below tables and graphs illustrate our progress towards the three targets identified in our Business
Plan to address attendence.

ACHIEVEMENT COLOUR KEY:
Target

At or Above target

Near target

Below target

Maintain or improve overall attendance percentages comparable to or higher than that of like
schools.

Overall attendance percentages comparable to like schools
Semester PPR
Y01
Y02
Y03
Y04
Y05
Y06
Total
2
School
2017
92%
93%
94%
93%
94%
94%
94%
93%

Total Like
schools
93%

2018

91%

94%

92%

94%

95%

94%

91%

93%

93%

2019

89%

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

93%

92%

92%

2019 Like
schools

92%

92%

91%

92%

92%

92%

92%

91%

92%

Target

Increase the percentage of regular attendence.

Regular Attendance
School
2017
2018
2019

Target

76%
76%
74%

Decrease the percentage of unexplained
absences

Unexplained Absences
School
2017
2018
2019

29%
37%
14.3%

Going to school and
arriving on time every
day really matters!

Our attendence remains comparable to or slightly above like schools in all grade levels and overall,
however our percentage of students who are regular attenders has fallen in 2019. This could be due to a
particularly bad cold and flu season, but will be something that we continue to monitor closely.
A major achievement is that we have more than halved the number of Unexplained Absences.
This has been due to a significant effort to follow up on Unexplained Absences with all families
and ensure that documentation is provided.

ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST OUR LITERACY ACADEMIC
TARGETS - BUSINESS PLAN 2019 – 2021
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO SAT NAPLAN LITERACY 2019

Students

2017
46

ACHIEVEMENT COLOUR KEY:

Year Three
2018
40

2019
43

At or Above target

2017
47

Near target

Year Five
2018
41

2019
42

Below target

Target Increase the percentage of Year Three students achieving at or above Band 5 in Reading

Target

2017

2018

2019

26%

28%

20%

Maintain or increase the percentage of Year Five students achieving at or above Band 7 in Reading

2017

2018

2019

4%

10%

10%

Target Improve the Year Three trendline in Writing relative to 2018 data
400
390
380
370
360
350

2017

2018

2019

Target Improve the Year Five trendline in Writing relative to 2018 data
480
460
440
420

2017

2018

2019

Improve the Year Three trend line in Grammar and Punctuation relative to 2018 NAPLAN

Target DATA
420
410
400
390
380

2017

2018

2019

Improve the Year Five trend line in Grammar and Punctuation relative to the 2018 NAPLAN

Target data so that by 2021 performance is comparable to or above like schools
520
Like schools

500
480
460

Kelmscott

440

2017

2018

2019

The percentage of Year Three students in Band 5 or above, and Year Five students in Band 7 or above
in Reading either declined or stayed the same. This means that we have further work to do in terms of
differentiating our reading programs to cater for and extend students at different levels.
There are pleasing results in writing, and grammar and punctuation, where across all targets we can
see our trend line has an upward trajectory from 2018. This demonstrates that key programs like Talk 4
Writing are having an effect. Our challenge is to maintain or increase this upward trajectory.
Key Strategies that have supported success include:





Teachers engage in moderation of student work each term to validate assessment data as being
accurate, transparent and relevant to inform teaching and learning decisions.
Whole school approach to Talk 4 Writing embedded.
Improved accuracy of grade alignment in Maths and English comparable to NAPLAN data.
Use of disciplined dialogue approach to analyse data in collaborative teaching teams.

Literacy - Future Recommendations






Our data demonstrates an upward trend from 2018 in Writing, and Grammar and Punctuation. To
maintain this upward trend over a number of years, in 2020 we will be developing a whole school
Talk 4 Writing continuum that clearly articulates which components of the program will be taught in
which year levels.
Embed digital tracking of student achievement data to enable more robust approach to analysis.
Developing a consistent apporach to the ‘Literacy Block’ that demonstrates how to balance
programs we are using in Literacy e.g. Letters and Sounds, Words their Way, iSTAR, Talk 4 Writing.
In 2020, there will be a greater focus on Guided Reading Groups to enable the top students to be
extended, whilst catering for the range of skill levels in each class.

Maintain or increase the average progress made from Pre Primary to Year One in On-Entry

Target Assessment (Reading) compared with 2018/2019 data
200

Kelmscott

150
100

Like schools

50
0

2017

2018

2019

Maintain or increase the average progress made from Year One to Year Two in On-Entry

Target Assessment (Reading) compared with 2018/2019 data
30

Like schools

20
Kelmscott

10
0

2017

2018

2019

On Entry targets examining progress made from Pre Primary to Year One, and Year One to Year Two
in Reading have limited data at this point in time. In 2019, the Department of Education released a new
grading system for On-Entry, moving from progress points to a hundreds scale. This shift in how we
represent achievement in On-Entry will, in the future, support schools to track progress from Pre
Primary (On-Entry) to Year Three (NAPLAN).
Above we have demonstrated average progress in 2018/19 data. To support our ability to determine if
we are on track to meet these two targets, we have compared our progress to like-schools. The graphs
show that we are significantly above like-schools in progress made from Pre Primary to Year One, an
achievement which should be celebrated. Progress from Year One to Year Two is only slightly below
like -schools (8 points), which is not statistically significant.
Literacy in the Early Years - Future Recommendations







Development of high expectation indicators in Pre Primary, Year One and Year Two in the areas of
reading and writing.
Increasing our capacity for early identification of students at-risk in Kindergarten and Pre Primary.
Introduction of Peer Reading Program for students at-risk of not meeting targets for reading and
writing.
Introduction of a homereading and sight word program in Pre Primary.
Professional Learning for Early Childhood Education teachers and support staff on effective models
of playbased learning, teaching reading and writing, intervention, and use of support staff to have a
higher impact on learning.
Development of Early Child Education Policy addressing the balance between explicit teaching and
play-based learning aligned to the National Quality Standards (NQS) and Early Years Learning
Framework (EYLF).

ACHIEVEMENT AGAINST OUR NUMERACY ACADEMIC
TARGETS - BUSINESS PLAN 2019 – 2021
NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO SAT NAPLAN NUMERACY 2019

Students

2017
45

ACHIEVEMENT COLOUR KEY:

Year Three
2018
40

2019
42

At or Above target

2017
48

Near target

Year Five
2018
41

2019
41

Below target

Target Improve the Year Three trend line in NAPLAN Numeracy relative to 2018 data
390
380
370
360
350

2017

2018

2019

Target Improve Year Five NAPLAN Numeracy results to be comparable to that of like schools
500

Like schools

480
460
440

Kelmscott

420

2017

2018

2019

Increase the percentage of Year Five students achieving within the top four proficiency

Target bands in NAPLAN Numeracy
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

2017

2018

2019

Our trend lines in both Year Three and Year Five NAPLAN Numeracy both show an upward trajectory from
2018 and we are on track to meeting our targets in this area. Even more pleasing is the Year Five results
which show continued improvement comparable and slightly above like schools. We now need to continue
a steady trajectory in this area.
Similar to our Literacy results, we have some further work to do towards increasing the number of students
in the top four proficiency bands in Numeracy.
Note: Data has not been provided to demonstrate our progress towards increasing the percentage of
students making moderate to very high progress from On Entry to Year Three compared to 2018, as the
representation of achievement in this area has been changed. Student achievement in On Entry is now
represented on a hundreds scale rather than progress points. 2020 will be the first year we will be able to
develop a data set against this target.
Future Recommendations




A new program called ‘Back to Front Maths’ will be implemented at KPS in 2020. This program was
chosen because it is supported by the Department of Education, Western Australia, and has a strong
data base showing increased achievement. Quantitive data shows that learning of students in years 3-6
was accelerated by 27 months over expectations when using this program (Kennedy, 2018). This
program will be included as a resource to support our already established Numeracy Block. A team of
teachers representing all grade levels will attend training on this program and take responsibility for
leading and mentoring other teachers.
Relationships with the local high school will be formed in 2020 to support the transition of Year Six
students to Year 7 in Mathematics.

Numeracy is important for individuals to develop logical thinking and reasoning
strategies in their everyday activities. We need numeracy to solve problems and
make sense of numbers, time, patterns and shapes for activities like cooking,
reading receipts, reading instructions and even playing sport. At Kelmscott
Primary School, students participate in a ‘Numeracy Block’ three times a week to
ensure they develop the skills needed to be successful in Mathematics in High
School.
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BUSINESS PLAN
PRIORITY AREA:
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
A safe, supportive
school environment
which is caring and
inclusive provides the
foundations for
effective learning.
To foster our school vision, by the end of 2021, Kelmscott Primary School will have embedded the whole
school Positive Behaviour Support (PBS) approach underpinned by the values of our Moral Compass:
Respect, Pride, Safety and Responsibility, and a strong focus on pastoral care. In 2019, we maintained
many existing programs and reinforcers in this area, and made significant progress with implementing new
strategies.
Highlights for 2019 include:







Development of a Good Standing Policy which
was ratified by the School Board in November.
A commitment to all staff participating in
Classroom Management Strategies (CMS)
professional learning programs and mentoring.
The continuation of our Kelmtastic and Aussie
of the Month Awards.
The inaugural Positive Behaviour Support
(PBS) Committee was established with five
staff members participating in leadership
training and development.
The introduction of a token system aligned with
PBS school commitment.







The design of a school graphic to represent the
school values.
The finalisation of our Behaviour Matrix as part
of the PBS approach.
The development of a fortnightly focus on a
value from our Moral Compass, with
accompanying lessons implemented across the
whole school.
Two student elected rewards events (school
dodgeball event and 30 minutes’ additional
playtime).

Future Directions:




Increased collection of data and refined processes for collecting and tracking tokens, which include
student leaders taking responsibility for some areas.
Creating coherence between systems and processes, to create a clear and known reward structure.
PBS student leaders identified, and responsible for identifying and reinforcing positive behaviour.

SPECIALIST AREAS
SCIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
In 2019 Kelmscott Primary School ran a specialist Science program for all year levels. It revitalised an
interest in science in the school with the highlight being a Science Space Day in Science Week, where
all students participated enthusiastically in a rotation of Science-based STEM activities across the day.
In 2020, classroom teachers will take responsibility for teaching Science to allow for greater integration
across the curriculum.
Sustainability activities continued at Kelmscott with food scraps collected for the worm farm, regular
paper recycling and the recycling of batteries. All classes participated in the Keep Australia Beautiful
Schools Clean Up Day in March 2019 by cleaning up the school and local oval and parks. These
programs were complimented by class lessons to be waste wise and water wise. Many classes
participated in vegetable growing activities that were supported by the school gardener.
Cathy Maxwell

PERFORMING ARTS
2019 was a highly successful year in Performing Arts with our
choir performing in front of an audience of 2000 people at the
Perth Concert Hall as part of the Massed Choir Festival, along
with one of our Year Four students, Hannah Tjerkstra, who
auditioned for and won a solo singing part. A Chamber Ensemble
was created for the strings section of our instrumental program,
and for the first time played the National Anthem for our school
assemblies. A number of our strings instrumentalists, as part of
the Kelmscott area junior string program, received a grade of
'Outstanding' for their performance at Churchlands SHS.
Simon Campbell

CREATIVE ARTS
We welcomed Pre Primary students to the Art Room
for the very first time in 2019. It was a great success
with the young students being very enthused about
learning some new Art skills. The introduction of the
school hall display board enabled sharing of some of
the art experiences being undertaken as well as a
means to display work for children receiving
certificates at the assemblies. The annual Kelmscott
Show has been a great opportunity to display our
artwork in the community. Some positive feedback
has been based on the colourful display as well as
the variety of art being explored in the art room. The
students have also provided artwork for special
events such as the Remembrance Ceremony last
year and static displays to enhance the library area.
Pauline Cooper

FOCUS 2020
BY THE END OF 2020,
AT KELMSCOTT PRIMARY
SCHOOL YOU WILL SEE:
BUSINESS PLAN PRIORITY AREAS
TEACHING

LEADERSHIP

 An Early Childhood Education Policy describing
purposeful play-based learning balanced with explicit
teaching.
 Increased staff capacity to make quality teaching
adjustments and differentiate learning programs to
support students with documented plans (at-risk and
extension).
 A consistent and embedded approach across
classrooms to whole school programs embedded.
 Embedded Maths and English scope and sequence
documents, and digital tracking of student
achievement data to enable a more robust approach.
 Whole school data collection process that is visible,
transparent and owned by all staff with a focus on
meeting high expectation indicators.

RESOURCES
 Teachers and allied
professionals engaging in a
broad range of school based and
external professional learning to
build capacity and develop
diversified expertise and
experience.
 An effective Learning Support
Team representing all
stakeholders, with high level
case management processes,
strategies to support at-risk
students and clear
communication processes.
 A plan to improve capacity of
staff to address academic,
behavioural and social needs of
all students.

 Leadership opportunities designed to build capacity
and ownership; created and distributed across the
school with clear roles, and responsibilities aligned to
the school and system priorities.
 A leadership team comprising of the Principal, Deputy
Principals and teacher leaders focused on leading
school improvement and whole school change.
 Alignment and coherence between different levels of
planning from the system level, whole school, key
learning areas and classroom with an explicit
improvement agenda and explicit links to school
budget.

LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
 Positive Behaviour Support (PBS)
Team that has developed and
consolidated a consistent whole
school approach to behaviour
education and monitoring.
 Embedded routines and practices
for promoting the schools’ moral
compass.
 A range of wellbeing programs,
activities and events for staff and
students.
 A whole school approach to
embedding STEM approaches to
learning.

RELATIONSHIIPS
 Effective and increased
communication within school, and
between home and school.
 Celebrations of consistently
positive student behaviour choices
and demonstration of the values in
our moral compass.
 Community partnerships that
enhance student’s learning
experiences.
 School leaders working shoulder
to shoulder with teachers to
model, coach, and provide
feedback on effective teaching
strategies and whole school
approaches.
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FINACIAL SUMMARY
Year
2018

Enrolment
Numbers
355

2019

334

Per Student
Voluntary
Funding
Contributions
$ 2,572,655.00 $ 11,321.00
$ 2,450,737.36 $

% Revenue
Collected
53.15%
52.32%

10,237.00

Voluntary Contributions
The School Board approved voluntary contributions
for 2019 were set at $60.00 per child, which is the
maximum allowed by the School Education Act
1999.
The percentage of revenue received from voluntary
contributions in the 2019 dropped slightly. The
school used a number of strategies and payment
methods to promote the payment of the
contributions: statements, Facebook and website
promotion.

9%

Expenditure
Professional
Development

Other

Transfer to
Reserve

Administration

Per Student Funding
Per Student Funding decreased between 2018 and
2019 by $121,917.64, which is reflective of the
reduction of student enrolment numbers.
Combined with the decreased voluntary
contributions (due to less students and a slightly
less collection rate), overall the school had a 9%
decrease in funds available in 2019.
Moving forward the school will need to be more
mindful of budgeting and ensuring funds are
distributed to support the school’s Business Plan’s
targets and priorities, and areas of need. Further
considerations about support staffing and extra
services may also need to be reviewed.

Curriculum &
Student
Services

Buildings,
Property &
Equipment

Utilities,
Facilities and
Maintenance

Assets and Resources at
31 December 2019
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Revenue – Cash & Salary Allocation
Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising / Donations / Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt / Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfers from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools Only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Current Year Actual Cash Sources

Transfers
from
Reserves
2%

Locally
Raised
Funds
9%

Budget

Actual

$ 10,237.00
$ 30,001.00
$
1,091.00
$
8,918.00
$
$
1,000.00
$
1,000.00
$
5,466.00
$
7,600.00
$
$
$
$65,313.00
$146,705.00
$475,193.00
$687,211.00
$3,044,342.00
$3,731,553.00

$ 10,237.00
$ 30,001.48
$
1,090.88
$
8,917.50
$
$
1,000.00
$
1,000.00
$
5,458.94
$
7,600.00
$
$
$
$65,305.80
$146,705.18
$475,193.05
$687,204.03
$3,044,342.00
$3,731,546.03

Locally Generated Revenue – Budget vs
Actual Sources

$000
35

Budget

Actual

30
25
20
15
10
5

Other
1%

Student
Centred
Funding
88%

0

Revenue Source

Assets and Resources at Expenditure – Cash and Salaries
31 December 2019
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Expenditure – Cash and Salary
Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (AG Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (AG and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Tax Goods and Services Expenditure
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance
Goods and Services Expenditure
– Budget vs Actual

Budget

Actual

$ 25,018.00
$
$ 324,387.00
$ 161,369.18
$ 132,859.00
$ 15,464.00
$ 21,000.00
$
6,041.00
$
505.00
$
$
$
$
$
$ 686,643.18
$2,905,229.00
$3,591,872.18
$
567.82

$ 23,018.32
$
$ 177,898.15
$ 123,712.66
$ 124,961.92
$
15,463.72
$
21,000.00
$
4,836.65
$
505.00
$
$
$
$
$
$ 491,396.42
$ 2,905,229.00
$ 3,396,625.42

Cash Position

$000
$000
Budget

Actual

210
190
170
150
130
110
90
70
50
30
10

350
300
250
200
150

Cash Position as at:

100
50
0

Expenditure Purpose

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bank Balance
Made up of:
General Fund Balance
Deductible Gift Funds
Trust Funds
Asset Replacement Reserves
Suspense Accounts
Cash Advances
Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

370,494.11
195,807.61
181,433.50
295.00
(7,042.00)
370,494.11

Dynamic Schooling
Innovative Students
Nurturing Community

(08) 9496 9300
Kelmscott.PS@education.wa.edu.au
Kelmscottprimaryschool.wa.edu.au
River Road, Kelmscott, WA, 6111

